End User benefits
Secure your business
VASCO addresses the need to protect themselves against the real threats of identity theft, and loss and abuse of
sensitive data with its strong two factor authentication technology and identity management solutions.
VASCO is the only full-option, all-terrain authentication company offering all flavours of authentication technology
from one-time-password tokens to strong static passwords on smart cards, from PKI environments to biometrics and
Single-Sign-On (SSO)
VASCO is going for trust with Digipass as 20 million Digipass tokens sold and delivered
VASCO offers competitive pricing and lowest TCO
VASCO is the global leader for two factor authentication in the Banking and Financial markets, Health Care and
Government
Our solutions have been adopted by Security Officers for e-banking applications, therefore considered the vendor of
choice to protect company data and network access by our corporate customers
Financial institutions using VASCO to protect their Internet Banking customers using customized options for token
design
VACMAN Middleware for Radius software is compliant with all RADIUS based VPN / firewall and SSL VPN vendors
VASCO has integrated solutions to offer high level security at lowest TCO with vendors including Novell, AEP-Netilla,
FUNK, Microsoft’s Internet Authentication Server and F5
VASCO Middleware for Web (inc Radius) enables users to securely access applications such as Outlook Web Access
(OWA), Lotus Domino and Citrix applications remotely
All Digipass tokens are interoperable and can be mixed and matched for user convenience
VASCO offers scalable solutions, ease of upgrading and adding additional users, and deployment growth
Meeting emerging technology needs with our family ranging from ultra portable hardware tokens to smart cards, and
to PDA based devices and JAVA phone enabled solutions
VASCO’s user defined token programming makes it possible to accommodate specific customer security needs
VACMAN software includes features like Dynamic User Registration and Automatic Token assignment to facilitate
easy token deployment
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